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Low acoustic frequency sensing based on ghost
mode of small angle tilted fiber Bragg grating

Jing Tian, Yi-Wu Zuo, Kai-Ming Zhou, Qing Yang, Xiao Hu, and Yang Jiang

Abstract—In this paper, we firstly propose a low acoustic
frequency sensing system based on small-angle tilted fiber Bragg
grating(TFBG) which is used in the sensor head to achieve
a high sensitivity. The sensitivity of the proposed diaphragm
based acoustic sensing system is theoretically and experimentally
proved closely related to the coupling methods and efficiency
of ghost mode. In the experiment, the sensing TFBG is tightly
bounded on the designed low-frequency polyethylene terephtha-
late (PET) transducer membrane with a fixed boundary and its
ghost mode will have a large wavelength drift and change of
amplitude in response to the periodic elastic deformation of the
transducer membrane under acoustic pressure. With using the
edge filtering demodulation method, the low-frequency acoustic
can be effectively and sensitively measured. The theoretical anal-
ysis and experimental results indicate that the wavelength and
intensity respond linearly to the acoustic pressure. The proposed
system can achieve a maximal sensitivity of about 509mV/Pa
in the frequency range of 40Hz∼85Hz, a minimum detectable
pressure(MDP) of 93µPa/Hz1/2@55Hz and signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of 59 dB. The sensor also demonstrates a flat frequency
response within 85Hz∼1500Hz. The sensor operates stably with
a peak fluctuation of about ±1mV over 1 h, and about 1.8% for
the percentage standard deviation. The proposed acoustic sensor
has advantages of high sensitivity at low frequency, high stability
and high SNR, simple fabrication, and excellent repeatability.

Index Terms—Optical fiber sensing, tilted fiber bragg grating,
acoustic sensing, membrane

I. INTRODUCTION

LOW-FREQUENCY acoustic sensors have been widely
used in many fields, such as natural disaster warning[1],

medical diagnosis[2] and sonar systems[3]. In recent decades,
fiber-optic acoustic sensors (FOAS) have attracted wide at-
tention for obvious advantages of high sensitivity, anti-
electromagnetic interference, long-distance detection, low cost
and small size in comparison with traditional capacitive
and piezoelectric-based electric-type acoustic sensors[4, 5].
Various FOAS techniques are widely investigated including
fiber laser[6–9], no-diaphragm interferometer based on Mach
Zehnder(MZ)[10], Michelson[11], Sagnac[12]; diaphragm-
based fiber acoustic systems such as Fabry Perot (FP)
structures[13], fiber coupler[14], tapered fiber[15, 16] and fiber
gratings[17–19]. Among these acoustic detection schemes,
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those based on optical fiber lasers are mainly used for detection
of high acoustic frequencies, and they show large noises for
low frequencies[6–9], making them ineffective for detection
of low acoustic frequencies. Diaphragm-free interferometric
acoustic sensors are generally limited in their sensitivities for
lacking of a transducer in the design of the sensor head. At
present, Fabry Perot (F-P) interferometer (FPI), the typical
example of a diaphragm based acoustic sensor, has attracted
much attention due to its high sensitivity and compact struc-
ture. In this kind of acoustic sensing system, the F-P cavity is
formed between the fiber end-face and an elastic diaphragm.
With the diaphragm deformed under the action of applied
sound pressure, the phase difference between light reflected
from the fiber end-face and that from the elastic diaphragm
is modulated. The core structure of this kind acoustic sensing
system is the F-P cavity and transducer diaphragm. Although
the sensitivity of F-P cavity is high, the fabrication process is
complex and the measurement range is usually limited, and in
order to improve the reflectivity of diaphragms, it is usually
necessary to coat the diaphragm with a metal film, which
would nevertheless increase the thickness of the diaphragm
and introduce a large systematic error.

Other types of FOAS can be based on special optical fiber,
including fiber coupler [14], tapered fiber[15], and long-period
fiber grating (LPFG)[17–19]. These sensors do not require
a reflective transducer diaphragm and are easier to fabricate,
only need attachment of the fiber to the transducer diaphragm.
Among them, LPFGs have unique advantages over the other
special optical fibers based acoustic sensors. They are robust,
of small size and light weight and thus of smaller systematic
errors. Sensitivity of a LPFG to acoustic waves is attributed
to their cladding modes coupling, efficiencies of which can
be modulated when the LPFG bends in accordance with the
transducer diaphragm under the applied acoustic. However,
variation of mode coupling efficiency is still limited and so
the ability to further improve the sensitivity for the acoustic
is difficult.

It is worth noting that tilted fiber Bragg gratings (TFBGs)
couple light from forward core mode to dozens or even hun-
dreds of backward cladding modes, corresponding to resonant
dips of narrow linewidth in the transmission spectrum[20–22].
For TFBGs, micro-bending is easy to cause leakage of the
cladding modes and changes to their coupling efficiencies. For
example taking advantages of their bending sensitivity, schol-
ars realized accelerometers based on TFBGs with excellent
performance[23–25]. Even mode coupling method is easy to
transfer when receiving an external perturbation, these enable
TFBG a high potential in the field of diaphragm based acoustic
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detection.
In this paper, a low acoustic frequency sensor based on a

small angle TFBG is proposed and demonstrated. The small
angle TFBG has a strong ghost mode in its transmission
spectrum, which is composed of multiple low order cladding
modes and sensitive to bending and external perturbation.
The proposed sensor consists of a transducer membrane with
a fixed boundary and a bounded TFBG. When subject to
the acoustic wave, elastic deformation of the membrane is
transduced to the TFBG and causes the dramatic wavelength
drifts and intensity fluctuations of its ghost mode. Then com-
bined with the edge filtering demodulation method, the sensing
system has been proved to be effective for measurement of the
low-frequency acoustic. The results show that the theoretical
and experimental results are highly consistent, acoustic sensing
system proposed in this paper is easy to fabricate, with a good
repeatability and stability, high sensitivity.

II. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

Fig. 1: Schematic of proposed low acoustic frequency sensing
based on small angle tilted fiber Bragg grating (a) The
schematic diagram of the proposed acoustic sensing system,
(b) sensor head

Fig. 1(a) shows a schematic diagram of the proposed low
acoustic frequency sensing system. A narrow line-width output

(central wavelength 1552.1nm) from a tunable laser is used to
interrogate the sensing TFBG, which is bounded on the trans-
ducer membrane shown in Fig. 1(b) During the experiment
the central wavelength of the tunable laser is aligned in the
linear region of the rising edge of the ghost mode, as shown
in Fig. 2. With application of an acoustic signal, the spectrum
of TFBG will be dithered, and so be the intensity of the laser
passing through the TFBG (central wavelength of ghost mode
is 1552nm, tilted angle and length of the TFBG is 5◦ and
2cm, respectively), which, carrying the acoustic information,
is then intercepted by the photodetector (PD) to convert into
the electric domain. The signal from the PD is monitored by an
oscilloscope and digitalized with the data acquisition (DAQ)
card for analysis with a computer. In the experiment, the low-
frequency acoustic waves are generated with a speaker driven
by a signal generator as shown in Fig. 1 (a). The details of
the sensor head is shown in Fig. 1(b), comprising the designed
TFBG-PET diaphragm-cylindrical cavity structure.

A. Working principle of the PET

As shown in Fig. 1(b),the designed PET membrane is fixed
on the rim of a cylindrical tube, and then TFBG is bounded
symmetrically on the central axis of the PET membrane.
The first-order natural frequency (f00) of the fixed boundary
membrane is given by E.q(1)[26]

f00 =
10.21h

2πD2

√
E

12ρm(1− µ2)
(1)

where D=3cm is the radius of the designed membrane and
the thickness h=75µm, Young’s modulus of PET is E=2.5GPa,
its density ρm = 1.38×103kg/m3 and Poisson’s ratio µ=0.39.
By taking these parameters into Eq.(1), the natural frequency
of the diaphragm is found equal to 57Hz. In addition, the
radical (central) deformation of the diaphragm is affected by
both the applied acoustic pressure and frequency, and the radial
deformation of the diaphragm ∆L is given by [27]

∆L =
3P (1− µ2)D4

16Eh3

f2
00√

(f2
00 − f2)

2
+ 4f2( ξ

2ρmh
)
2

(2)

in which f00 and ξ are the first natural frequency and
damping coefficient of the diaphragm respectively, P and f
are the applied acoustic pressure and frequency respectively.
It is easy to get from Eq.(2) that, when the applied acoustic
frequency approaches the natural frequency, i.e. f ≈ f00,
the diaphragm will have the largest radial deformation due
to resonance effect.

B. Working principle of the sensing TFBG

In this acoustic sensing system, the TFBG fixed on trans-
ducer membrane is used to demodulate the applied acoustic.
As shown in Fig. 1 (b), the effect of the deformation of TFBG
can be considered as the combination of the tangential strain
along z-axis and radial strain along y-axis. Therefore, when
the TFBG senses the tangential strain, its resonant peaks will
shift. Supposing the ghost mode consists of n overlapping
cladding modes, then its wavelength can be approximated by
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the average of the n modes. Then the relationship between the
shift of the ghost mode ∆λg and tangential strain ∆εz can be
given by

∆λg =
n∑

i=0

∆λclad,i/n =
n∑

i=0

(kclad,iεz /n) ·∆εz

= kgz∆εz

(3)

where kgz is the tangential strain coefficient of ghost mode
and ∆λclad,i can be given by

∆λclad,i =

(
(nclad,i + ncore)

cos θ

dΛ

dε

+
Λ

cos θ

d(nclad,i + ncore)

dε

)
∆ε

= kclad,iε ∆εz

(4)

In Eq.(4) nclad,i and ncore are the effective refractive indices
of the i-th cladding mode and the core mode, respectively. Λ
is the grating period, θ is tilted angle of the TFBG.

We can see From Eq.(3) that there exists a linear relation-
ship between the wavelength shift of ghost mode ∆λg and
tangential strain∆εz . In addition, when the TFBG senses the
radial strain, the coupling efficiency will change significantly,
this directly leading to variation to the transmission of the
ghost mode. According the literature, there exists a linear
relationship between the curvature variation and transmission
power of the cladding mode in a large range[20, 28, 29].
After a comprehensive analysis, the relationship between the
transmission of the ghost mode ig and curvature variation of
the membrane ρ can be given by

ig = i0 +

n∑
i=0

kclad,iερ ρ=i0+kgρρ (5)

where i0 is the initial transmission, ρ is curvature of PET
membrane, kclad,iερ is the radial strain coefficient of the ith
order cladding mode, kgρ is the radial strain coefficient of
ghost mode.

With the aid of the schematic diagram of acoustic sensor
head in Fig.1 (b), we can get the geometric relationship
between the curvature ρ, radial deformation of the diaphragm
∆L and the diaphragm radius D, given by ρ = 1/R =
2∆L/

(
D2 +∆L2

)
. The central radial deformation of the

diaphragm ∆L is negligible in comparison with D , i.e.
∆L ≪ D, and the geometric expression of ρ can be further
reduced as ρ = 1/R = 2∆L/D2, Then the intensity changes
for ghost mode ∆ig and radial strain ∆ερ can be further
expressed as

∆ig = ig − i0 =

n∑
i=0

kclad,iερ

2

D2
∆L=kερ∆L=kgρ∆ερ (6)

Therefore, from Eq.(3) and Eq.(6) we can assert that with
the applied acoustic, the wavelength of the ghost mode of
TFBG will drift and its intensity fluctuate, all linearly. This
provides an effective theoretical basis for the acoustic sensing.

C. Demodulation principle

Fig. 2: Transmission spectrum of TFBG: (a)Transmission
spectrum of TFBG with small tilt angle, (b)demodulation
spectrum.

In this proposed acoustic sensing experimental system, we
use a small angle TFBG (with an inclination angle of 5°) as
the sensing grating and Fig. 2(a) is its transmission spectrum.
With the TFBG having a strong ghost mode, an appropriate
point at the rising edge can be used as an operating point.
When the sensor is receiving acoustic wave, the ghost mode
of the TFBG will have a large wavelength drift and intensity
change as well, as shown in Fig. 2 (b) I, II and III. Therefore,
by monitoring the intensity of the modulated laser, the acoustic
signal can be demodulated.

By combining Eq.(3) , Eq.(6) and the edge filtering demod-
ulation method, the change of the output light intensity ∆I
can be given in terms of the tangential strain ∆εz and radial
strain ∆ερ by.

∆I = I0kgz∆εz + I0kgρ∆ερ (7)

Eq.(7) shows that intensity ∆I changes due to wavelength
shift of the ghost mode when tensile tangential deformation
occurs on the one hand and on the other hand, it changes
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due to the variation of the amplitude of the ghost mode when
radial deformation occurs. For the device reported in this
paper, the acoustic pressure is relevant weak and the tangential
deformation ∆εz is much larger than radial strain∆ερ, and
thus ∆I changes mainly with the wavelength drift of the ghost
mode. Based on analysis from Eq.(2), Eq.(6)and Eq.(7), and
definition of ∆εz and ∆ερ, ∆I can be linearly related to the
applied acoustic pressure P by

∆I = kP (8)

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 3: Frequency response of the proposed acoustic sensing
system. (a) frequency response curves under room temperature
for the ghost mode. (b) frequency response curves under con-
stant temperature for the ghost mode. (c) frequency response
curves under room temperature for a cladding mode.

In the experiment, we tested the response of the proposed
sensing system. Firstly, we tested the frequency response and
repeatability of the acoustic sensing system. Fig. 3(a) and (b)

have shown that the frequency response of the sensor under
room temperature (temperature fluctuate ± 0.6°C) and approx-
imate constant temperature (temperature fluctuate ±0.1°C). It
can be seen that at room temperature, the experimental results,
i.e. the two sweeping curves exhibit only a slight difference,
which can arise from variation of the ambient temperature;
Fig. 3(b) shows that the two sweep curves almost completely
identical for the constant ambient temperature. From Fig. 3(a)
and Fig. 3(b) we can see frequency responses is strong and
the sensitivity is greater than 245mV/Pa in the frequency
range of 40Hz∼85Hz and the maximum sensitivity exceeded
510 mV/Pa. Secondly, we tested the frequency response and
repeatability for a cladding mode as shown in Fig. 3(c). Ap-
parently, its frequency responses are weaker and the maximum
sensitivity is below 90 mV/Pa. Comparison for the frequency
response of the ghost mode and the cladding mode shows
that sensitivity of the ghost mode is several times higher than
that of the cladding mode. This verifies that ghost mode is
composed by multiple cladding modes and this conclusion is
also consistent with Eq.(3) and Eq.(6). The two test results
with different temperature control shown in Fig.3(a) and (b)
indicate that the temperature change has little impact on the
sensitivity and frequency response of the sensor, and frequency
responses curve shows little change, demonstrating a good
repeatability. It can also be seen from Fig.3 that the sensitivity
of the sensor to acoustic signals is frequency dependent, with
a maximum at 55Hz, approximately equal to the theoretical
first-order resonant frequency of 57Hz for this structure. The
2 Hz difference may be attributed by the manufacturing error
(including size error for transducer membrane, TFBG pasting
introduction error, and ect.). Moreover, the frequency response
can be roughly divided into two regions, one with higher
sensitivities within 40Hz∼85Hz and with a peak near 55Hz,
and another flatter region between 85Hz∼1500Hz.
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Fig. 4: Time-frequency signal diagram of acoustic signals. (a)
at 55Hz, (b) 100Hz, (c)600Hz, (d)1000Hz.

Fig. 4 (a)∼(d) shows the time-frequency signal dia-
gram of acoustic signals detected by the proposed sen-
sor at frequencies of 55Hz, 100Hz, 600Hz and 1000Hz
respectively. With an applied acoustic pressure(P) of 76
dB , the corresponding SNR are 59dB, 44.6dB, 42dB
and 44.3dB, with the highest SNR near the resonant fre-
quency. The corresponding line-widths(∆f ) at 55Hz ,100Hz,
600Hz and 1000Hz are 2.32Hz, 2.02Hz, 2.40Hz, 2.23Hz
respectively, giving the minimum detectable acoustic pres-

sures (MDP) of 93µPa/Hz1/2@55H, 522µPa/Hz1/2@100Hz,
647µPa/Hz1/2@600Hz, 516µPa/Hz1/2@1000Hz. (The for-
mula for MDP is given by MDP=P/(10SNR/20

√
∆f)) [30].

Fig. 5: The sensitivity of the proposed sensor under differ-
ent applied acoustic pressure and with different temperature.
(a)acoustic frequency at 55 Hz, (b) acoustic frequency at 100
Hz

To study the sensitivity of the proposed sensor under dif-
ferent acoustic pressure and different room temperature(25◦C
and 27◦C respectively). We tested 55 Hz acoustic signal of
varying intensity and its time domain response is shown in Fig.
5(a). When the applied pressure is increased and decreased,
the central part of the (PET) transducer membrane deforms,
and thus the output from the PD varies almost linearly, as
shown in inset of Fig. 5(a) the sensitivity is 500.5mV/Pa
and 508.7mV/Pa respectively for the increased and decreased
applied pressure under 25◦C. And then the process is re-
peated with the room temperature set at 27◦C. We can see
the sensitivity is 509.8mV/Pa and 502.1mV/Pa respectively
for the increased and decreased applied pressure. The same
experiment process is repeated for acoustic signal of 100 Hz
when room temperature is 25◦C and 27◦C respectively, as
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shown in Fig. 5(b), revealing a sensitivity of 126.6mV/Pa
and131.7mV/Pa for the rising and down pressures under
25◦C. 128.8 mV/Pa and 123.4 mV/pa for the increasing and
decreasing pressures respectively under 27◦C. From all the
experimental results shown in Fig. 5, it can be seen that the
response of the proposed sensor has high sensitivity, good
linear response and good repeatability, in good agreement with
the theoretical results obtained from Eq.(8). And variation of
the environmental temperature has a very small impact on the
sensitivity.

Fig. 6: The stability of the peak voltage time domain signal
of the acoustic sensor under different temperatures.

The stability of the acoustic sensor was tested by applying
randomly selected acoustic frequencies of 55 Hz,100Hz and
600Hz at room temperature of 25◦C and 27◦C with a 5min
interval for 1 h . Fig. 6 shows that the average fluctuation is
about ±1mV over 1 h, with a normalized standard deviation
of 1.8% and 1.31% under different temperatures. We reckon
that the peak voltage fluctuation is primarily caused by the
micro-fluctuation of the room temperature, noises from the
light source and the acquisition and demodulation system
(such as PD noise, oscilloscope noise and etc). The fluctuation
deviation of the peak voltage for PD from Fig. 6 was about
±0.406mV and ±0.515mV over 1 h, and the normalized
standard deviation is 0.53% and 0.96% under the temperature
of 25◦C and 27◦C respectively. Variation of the temperature
show a slight impact on the noise level of the PD. (in order
to reduce the impact caused by the PD noise, we will replace
with a balanced photo-detector in future experiments).

To clearly demonstrate the performance of the proposed
sensing system, we list results of this paper with those from
earlier reports in Table I for comparison. Parameters include
acoustic sensitivity and MDP. The comparison shows that the
proposed scheme is more sensitive and have smaller MDPs.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have proposed, comprehensive analyzed,
and experimentally demonstrated a low acoustic frequency
sensing system which is based on small-angle TFBG. The
results demonstrate that the sensitivity of the proposed system
is closely related to the coupling methods and efficiency of

TABLE I: The comparison with performance of previous
FOAS

Sensing structure Sensitivity MDP

Fabry–Perot etalon[31] 177.6mV/Pa 530µ Pa/Hz1/2

Optomechanical resonator[32] 118.3mV/Pa 232.3µ Pa/Hz1/2

Diaphragm-based FP[33] 242.38mV/Pa 17.91µ Pa/Hz1/2

Fiber cantilever + FP[34] 88mV/Pa –

Diaphragm-besed LPFG[19] – 604.6µ Pa/Hz1/2

This work(TFBG)
508.7mV/Pa (at 55Hz)

93µ Pa/Hz1/2
245∼509mV /Pa (between 40∼85Hz)

ghost mode, the theoretical analysis and experimental results
indicate that the wavelength and amplitude have a linear re-
sponse to the acoustic pressure. Experimental results show that
the proposed system accurately measures acoustic pressure
with excellent repeatability. The sensor has a high sensitive
response for frequencies of 40Hz∼85Hz, with a maximal
sensitivity of approximately 509mV/Pa, a minimal detectable
pressure of 93µPa/Hz1/2, and SNR of 59dB. The fluctuation of
the PD output is about ±1mV over 1 h. The proposed acoustic
sensor has advantages of high sensitivity at low frequency,
smaller MDP high stability, simple fabrication, and excellent
repeatability.
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